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About This Game

A band of aliens led by the careless Prince FaceBox have invaded the future city of Nucleusport, bombarding it with radioactive
waste from their own polluted planet. Only one man has the tech and the cojones to fight back. Take on the role of Doc

DuBrane and wield his super-powerful Prisma Cannon in this endless arcade-style shooter. Absorb the radiation dropped by the
alien ships and fire it right back in their stupid faces.

Radical Spectrum is a classically-inspired arcade game with infinitely increasing speed and difficulty, featuring a unique color-
collecting mechanic that adds a light puzzle element. Players must collect three of the same color in order to fire, and must

balance risk and reward in choosing what to shoot. If black radiation touches the ground, or Doc, it’s game over, so the player
must decide what is more important: destroying the UFO, or attempting to destroy the black block winding its way through the

grid. Miss either way and it could be lights out.

On the surface the game appears simple, but requires constant attention to all parts of the screen and there’s more strategy to it
than meets the eye. Choose to collect a certain color without looking at what’s coming up next and you could screw yourself

over, or shoot at the wrong time and leave yourself open to black radiation hitting the ground. Go for the high score by
destroying more of the grid and you give yourself fewer options for collection. Every action counts in Radical Spectrum.
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A well written VN. It's hard to say much else.. This was a great bargain of a game before the unexpected attack mode update
arrived, It is a must buy I think now, especially as it's just \u00a32 on the summer sale now!. I absolutely loved this game. A lot
of objects to play with and that surprise ending caught me off guard. I really need to get back into this game one day to try to
find everything. I'm not sure it's worth $12 but if you see it on sale then please jump on it!

This video contains spoilers but if you're interested in seeing my experience with this game then feel free to check out the vid
below.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=VGeUwRB_IWc. Very slow start with some menial chores to set up a mood to subvert.
Some nice pacing and atmosphere that's kinda muddled a bit by the enemy Ai to just sorta wander meaninglessly.
There's some wierd text , basic ESl issues ,but overall It's a nice game for the price with a creepy atmosphere that is worth
whatever you paid for it.
 I do hope the developer continues to hone their craft.. Alright so I got this game because I was pretty sure it was safe to play
infront of a little kid. I thought it was going to be droll and expected the game to rely on it's "cuteness" instead of good
gameplay. I WAS WRONG. Seriously, this game is much more fun than i thought it would be. I'm loving it. It starts out being
very easy and just keeps getting a little harder after each board. It definitely feels a little like mario sometimes but the puzzles
get much more intelligent than the simple ones I dealt with as a kid. I'm 35 years old and I enjoy this game. I would recommend
it if you are looking for a no frills platformer. I give this a 7\/10.. A nice add-on for flavor.
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Short (I needed less than an hour to finish), but nice atmosphere and different possibilities to actually die increase the tension.
Puzzles difficulty level is low, but it at least forced me to take some notes on safe codes, frequencies and especially the plant-
mix-puzzle.
I enjoyed this one.. +
Bibendum !

-
Bibendum unlit. If the devs actually did something with this, I will say that they've got a good foundation of a game, but it's a
buggy mess as it is, with frequent crashing and one of my saves getting locked after the fourth major gang fight failing to
proceed the story. However, given the utter lack of any change notes or patch logs I've seen, I think it's safe to say this thing's
abandoned and the $20 I paid was to snag a sucker for some quick cash.

Pros:
Decent enough foundation for an early access.
Customization is a good personalization feature.

Cons:
Buggy as hell.
Very user unfriendly
Lack of dev response or communication indicates dead game.
Combat is confusing and contradictory at times.
Bad time invested for experience curve meaning growth is slow at best.
Skills are all over the place.
Way too much money for what's here.

If the devs are listening, finish your game. It could actually be worth something someday, but it's worth exactly $0 in this state,
and I'd return it if I didn't burn through over 2 hours on customization and attempted to polish the turd for the rest of my time
spent.

1\/10. The game is pleasant and simple, you can play without too many complications and it is certainly directed to different
targets. The subjects are varied, starting from the classic day at the Child's school to the Old man\u2019s memory of the war. It
is current, it faces recent issues and moments of life that certainly all of us have tried or will try, sooner or later, and there are
very interesting choices that you can take.
Speaking of choices, this is perhaps the only flaw. Some situations, in fact, are hidden and difficult to find. Perhaps it is a
willing preference of the developers to making the player to better explore the game ... But, in real, the feeling that one has is to
be "guided" towards an already established ending, as if they almost wanted to prevent the player from actually making his
choice.
On a technical level, the graphic is wonderful. Although I\u2019m not a fan of the low poly, I really liked it. Some levels in
particular have a beautiful setting, carefully detailed, well studied, with colors suited to the situation you are experiencing. The
animations are excellent. They are clear and simple to understand, a thing not to be underestimated when you give life to
characters without a facial expressions... Indeed, without even a face! I found the music interesting too, some levels have a
pleasant melody that fits perfectly with the situations experienced, for example the one into the defeat level of the Adult.

In conclusion, a good game. It will not be the best game of the year and some things could be developed more carefully or in a
different way, but it certainly deserves to be tried and experienced. Give it a chance. These guys have put so much effort in this
game and you will see it!. It's the arcanoid of the millenium. I just played 3 world for test it (didn't have that much time and was
planning to play just 1 and here I am D:) and its ♥♥♥♥ing awesome. Totally recomendable to everyone. Also increible sound
track and graphics.

95/100
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